Truth And Singularity Taking Foucault Into
Phenomenology
truth and singularity - home - springer - phaenomenologica series founded by h.l. van breda and
published under the auspices of the husserl-archives 155 rudivisker truth and singularity truth and
singularity taking foucault into phenomenology - truth and singularity taking foucault into
phenomenology technological singularity is of increasing interest among futurists both as a predicted
possibility in the mid- term future and as subject for methodological de- bate. the concept is used in a variety
of contexts, and has acquired an unfortunately large number of meanings. non negotiable: the singularity
of the church - the truth in love world bible school let us know if you want to study the bible to know more
about christ and his church. april 7, 2019 non-negotiable: the singularity of the church we have all heard the
statement, “it is not what you say but how you say it.” the truth of this statement is especially important when
it comes to the topic jenna levin-2015samweberctprize winner - the story of history: truth, singularity, and
violence in the act of killing the line between documentation and fiction has been tirelessly disputed, erased,
and re-drawn. the french embrace this ambiguity linguistically—the word histoire denotes “history” as well as
“story”. even in english, story is embedded within history. varieties of singularity - mark sainsbury - of
singularity. further, on many views, object-involving singularity may not guarantee object-dependent
singularity (for perhaps thoughts do not have their truth conditions essentially, and so a thought’s existence
does not require the existence of the object upon which its truth conditions in fact depend). the singularity
controversy - arxiv - yet if there is any truth to these concerns, we cannot afford a “policy vacuum”. this is
the first report in a series on the singularity controversy, written to inform policy and decisions makes on the
lessons that fellows of the project sapience have learned from studying the ‘three moments of art’ and
truth-event: reflec- tions ... - with the singularity of truth immanent in art, emancipates poetry from its
aestheticist identitarian fortifications and foregrounds what badiou would call “autonomy of the aesthetic
process.” hindi poet and literary thinker, gajanan madhav muktibodh,3 in his creative process of poetry
demonstrates the relation of form and the singularity is near - wikipedia, the free encyclopedia - by
promoting the "truth" of its coming through predictions that seem remarkable at the time but inevitable after
the fact (a global computer network, a computer beating the chess champion, etc.), kurzweil's popular series
of books reinforces the belief that a singularity is unavoidable. metareligion as the human singularity common requirement: conformance to logic, i.e., to the structure of truth. thus, restoring the coherence and
consistency of religion requires its embedment in a high-level formulation of logic (truth-structure) which also
accommodates the theoretical, ... for present purposes, a “singularity” is a point at which a system must
undergo a ... the singularity isn't near tools - the singularity isn't near "by the end of the century, we
believe, we will still be wondering if the singularity is near." although machines may eventually exceed human
intelligence, the breakthroughs necessary to understand the human brain will take much longer than futurists
predict, claims paul g. allen and mark greaves in the following ... the singularity is here - dhalgren - the
singularity is here the destiny of intelligent tool–using life [i]s to be a stepping–stone in the evolution of
corporate instruments. –charles stross charles stross' accelerando (2005) is a post–singularity novel, the
best–known example of a small but growing science fiction sub–genre. post–singularity sf endeavors to
imagine, and towards a relational ontology - suny press - ity that the truth of relationality brings a form of
plurality into play, and therefore what is true of relationality, correspondingly, could not be given by any one
form of singularity in which that singularity would have been taken as primary. were singularity to precede
relationality, then the truth of sören kierkegaard and existentialism - sören kierkegaard and existentialism
by gerhard rempel the danish philosopher sören kierkegaard (1813-1855) was hardly known outside of his ...
the singularity of the individual and the human condition in which he is found. this is the standpoint of the
intuitionism of particular situations. ... truth is not a quality of propositions, but of ... jacques derrida the
truth in painting - instant when the singularity of the trait divides in order to link itself to the play, the
chance, and the economy of a language. if there existed, in full purity, any (quantity of) idiom or dialect, ...
truth of truth still, with the two genitives, but this time the .
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